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Who We are
Formed in 2000, the Connecticut League of Conservation Voters Education Fund is a nonpartisan,
nonprofit organization that strives to strengthen Connecticut’s environmental movement.
We provide information on issues and organize networks of environmental groups to access
political power in furtherance of protecting Connecticut’s natural resources. in 2009, CTLCV
Education Fund embarked on a new initiative to promote a balanced and sustainable
transportation system. We picked transportation because of its broad impact on energy, the
economy, climate change, water and air quality, and land use.

What We do
The CTLCV Education Fund works to educate citizens and public officials on key environmental
issues, involve citizens in building sound environmental policies and organize networks of
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if there is one thing that is clear to us as a state-wide environmental organization, it’s that people

1000 Friends of Connecticut

in Connecticut care deeply about their communities and the state in which they live. People

Bike Walk Connecticut

care about living in a compact state with access to the rich diversity and vibrancy of city life, the

Connecticut Council on
Environmental Quality

historic, charming new England small towns, the sandy beaches and rocky coastline, the cool
beauty of the mountains, the blue and healthy lakes and rivers, and the rolling farmland and
open meadows. in order to preserve these qualities that provide us with that unique sense of
place, we need to be mindful of how we use our land, protect our natural resources, capitalize
on our infrastructure and respect our historic and cultural treasures.
The question is how do we do that and still manage to get to where we want to go in a timely,
convenient and safe way with an old highway system that is in disrepair and overcrowded, with
limited public transit options and with many streets unsafe for walking or bike riding? How do we
do that without just building more roads to fill with more cars? How do we do that with enormous
budget needs to repair our aging roads and bridges with dwindling funding sources? How do
we do that while revitalizing our cities and maintaining the open space of our natural areas?
The Connecticut League of Conservation Voters Education Fund is working to promote an
improved transportation system, a system that moves people safely and efficiently while
considering the long term impact on our environment. We believe there is a way to effectively
balance the needs of growing our economy without jeopardizing our quality of life, to bring
Connecticut’s transportation system in to the 21st Century while preserving the communities
that have developed during the last four centuries. With that in mind, we have developed this
transportation guide, written in an easy to read format that we hope will serve as a useful tool for
citizens and policy makers. The following pages will attempt to provide the reader with a lay of
the land, identify the problems and propose some actions that may help us achieve the goal
of an improved transportation system for Connecticut.

Thomas E. Swarr, Chair
CTLCV Education Fund

Connecticut Fund for
the Environment
Connecticut Main Street
Partnership
Regional Plan Association
Rivers Alliance
Transit for Connecticut
Tri-State Transportation
Campaign

WHy SHOuLd yOu

Care?
COmmuniTy maTTErS

connecticut has much to offer; beautiful rolling hills and scenic shorelines,
accessible and walkable cities, cultural and historic attractions, charming
small town centers, acres of preserved forests, trails and open space, farmland
and clean rivers and lakes. these are some of the characteristics that give
connecticut a unique identity, a sense of community, a sense of place. these are
things we cherish and want to preserve and to do so we must look closely at
the impact of transportation and land use decisions on our communities and
our quality of life.
america stands at a crossroads. Our nation has begun to understand the
consequences of the choices we have made that negatively affect the places we
live, work and play. in fact, many american communities are at a tipping point with
a prosperous and healthy future in the balance. if we are to be responsible stewards
of the land and a sustainable community life, we must now pause, assess our course,
and where needed, change direction to achieve our goals.
The evidence of our past choices and actions surrounds us. Heart disease,
obesity and diabetes are epidemic due to an increased indoor, sedentary lifestyle.
reckless environmental practices place enormous burdens on our children to adapt
to a changing global climate. Sprawl has depleted our open spaces necessitating
more energy consumption measured in fuel and pavement to simply connect to
each other.
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fact

SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT, as defined by the United Nations, is development that meets the needs of
the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs.

Multi-use trails throughout Connecticut provide travel options, encourage
healthy lifestyles and add to our quality of life.
COurTESy OF COnnECTiCuT dOT

These actions have consequences. do we continue trends to exploit rich resources
leading ultimately to an unsustainable future? Or, do we change direction to create
walkable, transit-served communities with high-performance infrastructure? do we
continue to develop unplanned and in isolation with little consideration to the impact
on our citizens’ health and the environment? Or, do we promote growth that fosters
healthy lifestyles and offers mobility choices for all of our citizens while protecting our
valuable natural resources?
This guidebook is an urgent call to action. if informed, voters will make better choices
about how to shape the world our children will inherit including having the same
life-sustaining options we have today. We already have the knowledge from years of
studies and planning to make better choices but time is of the essence.
it all begins with the land. How we plan our communities, linking land-use and
infrastructure, is at the heart of a comprehensive reform.

fact

The Connecticut Council on Environmental Quality reports that in 2011, Connecticut
preserved 1,975 ACrES Of fArMLAND—the best year for preservation since 1993.
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WHy SHOuLd yOu CarE?

THE COST OF
dOinG nOTHinG
some experts have noted that the united states now has one of the worst
transportation systems in the developed world, while other countries are investing
heavily in transit infrastructure. china recently completed a new $33 billion high
speed rail line between Beijing and shanghai reducing travel time to under five
hours to go 820 miles and is expected to carry 80 million passengers a year.
no doubt about it, transportation costs are huge. From the $2 billion price tag to
rebuild the “Q” Bridge in new Haven, to the price at the pump for gas, to fare hikes for
public buses or trains, we are all feeling the pain. But what about all the many other
associated costs of transportation? The costs of congestion on businesses and on our
health and the environment, and the hidden costs of gasoline that are not reflected in
the day to day cost of filling the tank. and what about the cost of doing nothing – the
cost of not investing in a 21st Century transportation infrastructure?
it is a long held belief that american’s love their cars, however that love affair comes at
a price. in 2011, the american automobile association reported the yearly cost to own
and operate a sedan in the u.S. has risen to $8,776 per year, based upon 15,000 miles of
annual driving and for an SuV to $11,239 yearly. Those numbers are based on a cost of
$2.88 per gallon of gasoline. yet there are many hidden costs in the price of oil that are
not reflected in the price you pay at the pump. These hidden costs impact our transportation budget, our economy and your own wallet. One obvious hidden cost is the
money dedicated to defending those countries that provide us with oil; but other factors
such as loss of investment in u.S. alternative energy businesses and loss of associated
tax revenue add to the impact.
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fact

The National Defense Council foundation estimates the total cost of oil at $825.1 BILLION per year
according to a 2007 report.

$2 billion Pearl Harbor Memorial ‘Q’ Bridge project under construction
COurTESy OF COnnECTiCuT dOT

The cost of congestion on our highways has a very real financial impact on
businesses, consumers and commuters due to the cost of travel delay and the extra

dId you knoW?

gas used while sitting in traffic. These costs of congestion add to our high cost of living
in Connecticut. and here’s another way to think of it; if you are stuck in traffic for just
thirty minutes of your total daily commute, and you work an average full time job
of 260 days per year, then each year you will have spent ten days sitting in traffic.
Work with the same commute for twenty years and you will have lost over 200 days
of your life sitting in a car.
Beyond the impact on our wallets, congestion costs us all in terms of public health
and medical care. research has shown the link between asthma and air pollution.
Connecticut has one of the highest asthma rates in the country. Cars and trucks
idling in traffic on our roads and highways are the major source of air pollution in
Connecticut and contribute to the high asthma rate. Congestion is costing all of us
in one way or another.

In 2009, Connecticut
spent over

$112
miLLiOn
for acute care of
asthma patients.
Source: Connecticut Department of
Public Health

We must also consider the cost of highway crashes, both in the number of deaths
and injuries as well as the associated economic costs. despite safety improvements,
the number of deaths on our roads nationally was still over 32,000 in 2011. While the
death toll is sobering and represents a terrible personal loss, the extreme financial
burden on our nation is also staggering.

the 2011 urBan MoBIlIty report fInds
annual congestIons costs for:
Bridgeport-Stamford area
$441 MIllIon

New Haven area
$235 MIllIon

Hartford area
$295 MIllIon
Source: Texas Transportation Institute

fact

The federal Highway Administration states that our nation expends $230 BILLION a year on
crash related costs.
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Shore Line East arriving in guilford train station
COurTESy OF COnnECTiCuT dOT

Some experts predict that over the next decade, there will be a shortage of

dId you knoW?

affordable housing in our cities and a surplus of single family houses in the suburbs
as aging baby boomers move out and the millenials (those born between 1980 and
2001) either don’t want or can’t afford the big house in the suburbs. as these two
significant demographics, empty nesters and millenials, continue to move to the cities
there will be an increased demand for alternatives to owning a car such as walking,

A family could save

$9,743

per year if it had access
to public transportation
so that it could get by
with one less car.
Source: American Public
Transportation Association

riding a bike, or public transit, or a combination of those.
Clearly trends are changing and the Census data reinforces the need to address those
changing preferences and expectations. no question, the car will continue to play
the major role in our transportation system, but to move forward, we will have to restore
the balance in our transportation system. Connecticut needs to expand public
transit, make our streets more pedestrian and bike friendly, and focus and incentivize
development in areas where public transit is readily available in order to attract
and keep young people and aging baby boomers to our state. We can no longer
“do nothing,” it just costs too much.
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fact

Communities with active train stations produced 34% Of THE STATE’S OVErALL POPULATION grOwTH and
33% Of THE STATE’S NEw HOUSINg according to regional Plan Association’s review of the 2010 Census data.

“Investments in public transportation create almost twice the
jobs that highways do, help others get to their jobs, and attract
private sector investment, creating still more jobs.”
Source: Connecticut Smart Transportation: Save Money and Grow the Economy, January, 2011 by Smart Growth America.

inVESTinG FOr jOBS
and THE ECOnOmy
Investment in public transportation is a critical first step to decreasing the
costs of congestion while creating jobs and spurring economic development.
research has shown that more jobs are created from investing in public transit
than from putting the same dollars in to expanding roads and bridges. providing
more choices for people to get around also means there will be fewer drivers,
slowing the deterioration of our roads. and as a matter of transportation equity,
public transit is frequently the only alternative for non-drivers or for those who
may be unable to afford the expense of owning a car, to access jobs, education,
health care or shopping. research continues to prove that investment in public

dId you knoW?

transit is good for the economy and good for the environment.
Planning for new development or re-development around public transit stations will
give us the biggest bang for our buck. Focusing growth in areas where public transit
is currently available or where there is potential for public transit in the near future,
has shown to be a proven winner for local communities. developments that offer
residential, retail, office, entertainment within walking distance of bus or rail service
are in demand and generating much needed tax revenue without creating the
need to expand roads. if people can work, shop and play within a half mile of
where they live and if the community ensures the streets are safe and accessible,
more people will walk to where they need to go more frequently.
making our streets safer and friendlier for pedestrians and bicyclists has also proven
to be economic stimulators through increased tourism and more people buying

Investing $1 billion
in high speed rail
infrastructure creates
or supports

24,000
jOBS.

Source: American Public
Transportation Association

local. Encouraging those who are inclined to walk or bike also means less wear and
tear on the roads and makes it less congested for those who prefer to drive.

fact

In Connecticut there are approximately 190 bicycle retail stores, 860 related jobs, generating over
$80 MILLION in annual gross revenue, according to the America Bikes coalition.
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Bike lane on route 34 in downtown New Haven, CT

Vision

COurTESy OF THE CiTy OF nEW HaVEn

a BETTEr

GETTinG iT riGHT in COnnECTiCuT

dId you knoW?

to be economically competitive while protecting the environment, connecticut
needs to develop a 21st century transportation system that provides consumers
with transportation choices, reduces congestion and greenhouse gasses, and
at the same time spurs development in the right places for better land use.
the transportation system needs to provide easy and equitable access to jobs,
The Connecticut DOT,
local activists and city
officials collaborated
to redesign route 34
in downtown New
Haven, lowering the
highway to street
level and adding
pedestrian crossings
and bike lanes.
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fact

education, health care, recreation and tourism for all users, and address the
specific needs of the fastest growing segment of connecticut’s population - our
senior citizens - as well as our lower income residents. We need to invest in more
public transit, such as rail, bus and trolley systems, especially in high density
areas that will connect our major transportation corridors, airports, stations and
we need to make the streets in our cities and towns safe and easily accessible for
all users, including pedestrians and cyclists.

for every $10 MILLION Of CAPITAL INVESTMENT in public transportation there is a return of up to
$30 MILLION IN BUSINESS SALES alone according to the American Public Transportation Association.

Blue Back Square, west Hartford, CT

We have started to make some progress and begun to make
better choices in some of our communities.

transIt
orIented
transIt
orIented
deVelopMent
deVelopMent
focuses development
within ½ mile of transit
service.

Blue Back Square in West Hartford is a good example of a new

a vertical
Allows more
building in
pic
would
less space, creating more
tax revenue.
work
here

development featuring a mix of amenities including retail, office,
entertainment, and civic buildings as well as housing, in a walkable neighborhood
that has bus service. imagine if it had been built within walking distance of a train
station, the area could allow for more commuting to jobs and a lifestyle of

Uses existing infrastructure
such as sewer and water
lines, saving money and
resources.

convenience marked by freedom from dependence on an automobile.
360 State Street, new Haven, is one of the best examples of a transit-oriented
development in the state. The building has 500 apartment units on top of ground floor

Puts more housing, jobs
and services closer to
transit, reducing car trips
and greenhouse gas
emissions.

retail with on-site bike parking for 200 bikes. notably, 30-40% of the residents do not
own a car. This was possible because the building is directly across the street from
new Haven’s State Street train station and it provides access to nine different bus routes.
360 State Street uses land efficiently and also provides a mix of uses by being within
walkable distance to downtown and yale, and its proximity to jobs, schools,
restaurants, and entertainment. it is also a certified LEEd platinum building

COurTESy OF BruCE rEdman BECkEr

incorporating state of the art, energy and water efficiency measures.

Scene in front of
360 State Street,
New Haven, CT

360 State Street with New Haven
train station in foreground.
COurTESy OF BruCE rEdman BECkEr

fact

A Brookings Institution report shows that MOrE wALKABLE NEIgHBOrHOODS PErfOrM BETTEr
ECONOMICALLY with higher real estate values in a recent study of the Metro washington D.C. area.
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COurTESy OF manSFiELd dOWnTOWn ParTnErSHiP, inC.

Even our state’s more rural settings are looking for a better way to grow. The Town of

COurTESy OF rEGiOnaL PLan aSSOCiaTiOn

dId you knoW?

mansfield, home of the university of Connecticut, did a comprehensive community
planning process that resulted in the Storrs Center Plan. The plan outlines a vision for a
new downtown area for shopping, businesses, and housing that encourages students,
residents, and visitors to walk, bike or use the bus. development for the project is well
under way. a new state-of-the-art intermodal transportation center and attached
parking garage is near completion and will serve bicycles, buses, cars, and

Char-rette (shuh-ret) n.
is an intensive planning
session where citizens,
design experts and
other stakeholders
collaborate on a vision
for development

pedestrians. There will be spaces for a shared vehicle program and charging stations
for electric vehicles. more than that, however, the center will serve as a hub for uConn
buses, regional buses, and intercity and interstate buses that will form a network of
public transportation services and link to pedestrian and bicycle routes.
The success of projects such as these largely depends on being sensitive to the unique
character of our 169 cities and towns. all stakeholders from the community need to
be involved in the early stages of the planning to have a hand in preparing workable,
modern blueprints for their communities.
The town of Fairfield recently accomplished this when planning for the new metro-north
train station. The town rezoned the neighborhood around the train station following
a year-long study that culminated in a community design plan. The outcomes of this
visioning process were zoning improvements that will enable future retail, office and
housing development within walking distance of this major transit stop.
Connecticut still has a lot of work ahead to ensure that our residents who choose a
$30 pair of shoes as their primary means of transportation are put on equal footing
as those driving a $30,000 car. Fortunately, Connecticut is well-situated with strong
executive leadership in place to move in the right direction on to a long-term path
of sustainability.
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fact

“If you plan cities for cars and traffic, you get cars and traffic. If you plan for PEOPLE AND PLACES, you get
people and places.” gary Toth, a citizen’s guide to Better streets, by Project for Public Spaces, Inc. 2008

COurTESy OF BiLLinGS FOrGE COmmuniTy WOrkS

COnnECTinG THE dOTS

dId you knoW?

the good news is that we already have some of the pieces of the puzzle needed
to form a great transportation system. now we must connect the dots. to do that,
we need to consider first and foremost what we want to preserve and then where
and how we want to grow. preserving and enhancing the unique character of our
169 individual communities must come first. from there we should decide what
we need to invest in and how to prioritize the limited available funds to complete
our transportation system. We need to connect the dots so that our major travel
corridors link roads, transit, multi-use trails, sidewalks, bike lanes and airports
with our communities so people can have more choices in how they get to where
they want to go.
One big piece of the transportation puzzle is developing a system that conveniently
connects trains, buses, bike paths and sidewalks with neighborhoods and transit
stations. investments in this area are slowly being realized in Connecticut.
The first Bus rapid Transit line between new Britain and Hartford, now called CTfastrak,
is expected to open in 2014. it will have a dedicated bus-only lane and preferred
signaling. Pre-paid boarding options will quickly move 16,000 riders a day bypassing
one of the most congested highways in Connecticut. it will include a multi-use trail
and allow people to walk or bike to a local station, jump on a bus and get to a job,
a major health center, a state university, a shopping mall or the Capital city in record
time in a comfortable, secure and efficient way.

The Connecticut
transportation system
provides over

38.4
miLLiOn
trips per year on buses
and over

38.3
miLLiOn
trips per year on
rail lines running
throughout the state.
Source: Connecticut DOT

COurTESy OF COnnECTiCuT dOT

fact

with SEVEN zErO EMISSION fUEL CELL BUSES, Connecticut is a national leader in moving to a clean
air fleet of public transit buses.
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investments in high speed rail between new

dId you knoW?

Haven, Hartford and Springfield are also
evolving. The goal is to reinstall double tracks
along the rail line and make station
improvements that will attract 5,000 new riders
daily. This rail corridor will be used for both passenger and freight service over a 62 mile
route. improvements to this rail line will increase Connecticut’s regional economic

CT Transit-Hartford
has mounted bicycle
racks on the front of
all buses.
There is no additional
fee for this service
and it is provided
on a first-come,
first-served basis.

competitiveness and allow for more travel options. upgrading the rail line between
new Haven, Hartford and Springfield is one of the critical connections between Boston
and Washington d.C. for a fully functioning northeast rail corridor. investing in this rail
corridor continues to have bi-partisan support at the federal, regional and state level.
The East Coast Greenway, a multi-use trail that will eventually run 3000 miles from
Canada to Florida, has been compared to the appalachian Trail, both in terms of
its forward thinking vision and its connectivity between the eastern states. in
Connecticut, the East Coast Greenway will eventually include 198 miles of trails and
travel through some of the state’s most scenic areas, major cities and small towns.
Steady progress on the trail in Connecticut has occurred in recent years. according
to the East Coast Greenway alliance, completing the segments that run parallel to
the merritt Parkway and closing the gaps in the Farmington Canal Greenway will help
bring the trail to fruition.
While the East Coast Greenway is impressive, its purpose is primarily recreational. in
order to make biking and walking really viable as functional modes of transportation,
Connecticut must invest in making our roads safer and more accessible for bicycling
and walking. For every future transportation project, pedestrian and bicyclists should
be given the same consideration as drivers. recently, after a great deal of citizen
advocacy, the Connecticut dOT agreed to add a sidewalk to the Putnam Bridge
rehabilitation project to allow non-drivers to cross the Connecticut river between
Glastonbury and Wethersfield. The dOT is to be congratulated on changing the
project to add the sidewalk. in the future we hope dOT will include sidewalks and
bike lanes in the planning and design phase of every road, bridge and transit station
project to encourage more people to walk or bike to where they want to go.
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fact

In the month of November 2011, CT Transit-Hartford had 5,227 BICYCLE-BUS BOArDINgS
according to the 2012 Annual report of the Connecticut Bicycle Pedestrian Advisory Board.

rosslyn, Arlington, VA
COurTESy OF arLinGTOn ECOnOmiC dEVELOPmEnT

OTHEr SuCCESS STOriES
as we plan for a better transportation system we can learn from other states.
Virginia, north carolina, and Massachussetts have implemented some very
progressive transportation initiatives with great results.
in arlington, Virginia the rosslyn-Ballston Corridor has five metro stations with over
21 million square feet of office and retail space and over 22,000 residential units
creating vibrant urban villages where people live, shop, work and play using transit,
pedestrian walkways, bicycles or cars. Planned, focused growth within an easy
walking distance of the stations preserves established neighborhoods and natural
areas. arlington’s urban villages emphasize pedestrian access and safety, and
incorporate public art, “pocket” parks, wide sidewalks with restaurant seating, bike
lanes, street trees, traffic calming, and street-level retail. This area has produced
great results by doubling transit ridership in ten years and preserving open space by
building more densely in compact walkable areas.

fact

In the rosslyn-Ballston corridor the assessed value of land around transit stations increased 81% in
10 years. 50% Of rESIDENTS TAKE TrANSIT to work and 73% wALK TO STATIONS minimizing traffic impact.
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COurTESy OF THE CiTy OF CamBridGE

in Charlotte, north Carolina, a combination of light rail and streetcars has transformed

dId you knoW?
COurTESy OF ViSiT CHarLOTTE

the city’s transit system. The Lynx—an electric light rail system powered by overhead
electric lines—runs 9.6 miles from the southern edge of the city into uptown Charlotte
and is complemented with a streetcar project that connects local neighborhoods
with the downtown business center. The neighborhoods saw increased property
values along the line, while the streetcar drove economic development along the
rail corridor by laying tracks in anticipation of extending the line. The city’s approach

Prior to opening it
was predicted that
after a year of
operation, the Lynx
in Charlotte, NC
would have

9,100

to transportation played a significant role in transforming one of the most dangerous
areas in Charlotte to one of the most desirable to live and to work. The Lynx and
the Charlotte Streetcar Project serve as exemplary models for a 21st century
transportation system by integrating the larger, regional transportation system and
most productive bus routes.
Cambridge, massachusetts places a strong emphasis on types of transportation

daily riders.
After the first seven
days of service,
daily ridership
was already at

12,300

.

beyond the single occupant car. The city has policies and ordinances that focus on
transit, bicycling and walking. These include charging higher fees for parking permits
while offering incentives to residents who travel from place to place by transit, bike or
foot. Cambridge requires all new developments to include alternative transportation
options such as employee shuttles, carpool and vanpool parking, subsidies and tax
deductions for transit fares, bicycle parking, shower and locker facilities for bicyclists
and walkers, flexible or alternative work hours, and a work-from-home program.
Because of these policies, the city has experienced a significant decrease in
automobile use over the past four decades, as well as new high density development
that makes it easy to live, work, and play without a car. This approach to parking in
Cambridge could help guide future land-use and transportation decisions here in
Connecticut as we begin to develop around our transit stations.
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fact

During the late 1800s through the mid-20th century, TrOLLEY AND STrEETCAr LINES ran in over 100 cities
and towns throughout Connecticut, providing many people with an affordable means of transportation.

Benefits
THE

BETTEr HEaLTH

dId you knoW?

traffic-related air pollution aggravates asthma and other respiratory illnesses
and can triple the number of hospital visits for respiratory issues. this impact is
especially severe for children and the elderly. connecticut cities have among
the highest rates of childhood asthma in the nation and an aging population that
is particularly susceptible to respiratory illness. decreasing congestion on our
roads will lead to cleaner air and a step towards better health for many.
Encouraging alternative modes of transportation that include walking or biking on
a daily basis helps in the battle against our nation’s obesity epidemic. a troubling
12.5% of Connecticut children age 10 to 17 are considered obese. Streets need to
accommodate more than just cars and trucks. We need to make our streets safer
and more accessible—especially for children and seniors who are most at risk of
being injured—as a means of encouraging an active lifestyle and help in the fight
against obesity.
Connecticut’s reliance on the single-passenger automobile, with more vehicles
driving more miles on increasingly congested roads, no longer makes sense in terms

Transportation
sources contribute

43%

of the air pollutants
in Connecticut,
with single-passenger
car and SUV
(Sport Utility Vehicle)
trips producing
the largest share.
Source: 2009 Connecticut
Greenhouse Gas Inventory Update

of lifestyle or economics. decisions about transportation can play a big role in
improving the health of our citizens. it is time to travel smarter.

fact

In 2011, Connecticut residents across the state breathed “UNHEALTHY” AIr ON 31 DAYS.
Approximately 248,000 ADULTS and 86,000 CHILDrEN in Connecticut are reported to have asthma.
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THE BEnEFiTS

Blue Back Square, west Hartford, CT
COurTESy OF LOri BrOWn

dId you knoW?

rESPOnSiBLE Land uSE
transportation and land use are inextricably linked. transportation itself uses
land, from superhighways to rail lines to bike paths. decisions about
transportation also profoundly effect land use far from the transportation itself
and vice versa. If we keep sprawling outward from the core cities, we will need
to build more highways to move people around. If we build subdivisions far from

Connecticut DOT
needs

$279
miLLiOn

per year to maintain
3,733 miles of roads
and 3,701 bridges in
a state of good repair

services, we must build roads to service them and we sacrifice green space and
farmland in the process. If we build compact, walkable community centers, we
save open space and energy. If we plan our new development to coordinate with
mass transit, we save infrastructure costs, keep our air cleaner, reduce the miles
that must be traveled by car, and create community rather than sprawl. the
symptoms of poorly planned development and transportation are not hard to find.
due to an over reliance on municipal property taxes, Connecticut’s 169 cities
and towns are locked into competition for development projects, which may be
undesirable apart from their contributions to the tax rolls. These projects frequently
end up on farmland or undeveloped land because it is the type of land on which
development is easiest and least expensive. How we link land use and transportation
is the key to reversing this trend.
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fact

The Connecticut Council on Environmental Quality found that in NEArLY THrEE QUArTErS Of CONNECTICUT,
homes and wild natural lands are intermixed, a higher percentage than any other state.

Billings forge farmer’s Market, Hartford, CT
COurTESy OF BiLLinGS FOrGE COmmuniTy WOrkS

many Connecticut families own several cars because there is little public
transportation, especially in the suburbs, to take them to a job, grocery store,

dId you knoW?

doctor’s office or neighborhood park. The vast majority of workers (about 70%)
in Connecticut commute to their jobs in single-passenger vehicles, which is the
most expensive and environmentally harmful mode of travel.
We need to rethink our patterns of development in Connecticut and grow smarter.
Smart growth will encourage development in areas with existing roads, sewers, and
water systems and discourage development in pristine areas, farmland, and historic
places. Smart growth policies can revitalize cities and provide greater choice in
transit, housing, and jobs.
Proponents of smart growth policies advocate land conservation, transportation
and environmental planning, infrastructure redevelopment, community investment
and historic preservation. Opponents argue that these policies limit economic
development and potential tax revenue. But smart growth does not mean no growth.
Smart growth guides responsible development in the right places, so that cities
become robust, communities remain livable, and open space is preserved.
Brownfields are sites that have contaminated,

Connecticut has

4,916
FarmS

with 321,393
acres of cropland,
pasture and woodland.
85% of our farmland
remains unprotected.
Source: Working Lands Alliance,
March 2010

COurTESy OF BiLLinGS FOrGE COmmuniTy WOrkS

abandoned and frequently neglected
buildings, and are often located in central
urban areas where public transit is available.
Creative reuse of these sites leads to
multiple benefits by creating jobs and housing
in areas accessible by public transit, putting
unused and often blighted properties
back on the tax rolls and preserving the
historic character of our towns and cities.
an outstanding example of brownfield redevelopment is Billings Forge Community
Works in Hartford, where housing, jobs and entertainment are located in refurbished
factory buildings served by two public bus lines. This project is bringing back jobs,
life and economic vitality to the Frog Hollow neighborhood of Hartford.

fact

28% Of ALL TrIPS in America are one mile or less with the majority taken by car, according to the
organization, America walks.
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Comstock Covered Bridge, East Hampton, CT
COurTESy OF COnnECTiCuT dOT

CLEan WaTEr

dId you knoW?

connecticut is covered by a dense system of water resources and a vast system
of waterways. We are blessed with 450,000 acres of wetlands, 6,000 miles of
streams and rivers, over 2,000 square miles of lakes and reservoirs and 600 square
miles of estuarine water in long Island sound. Maintaining healthy streams and
rivers protects drinking water, recreational opportunities, property values and the
One inch of rain,
falling on one mile
of a two lane
paved road, dumps

52,000
GaLLOnS

of polluted water into
the environment.

ecosystems of fish and wildlife.
The large amount of pavement for roads and parking lots in Connecticut is created
by our over reliance on car travel. This impervious coverage pollutes our water
and increases erosion while decreasing the amount of rainwater allowed to seep
underground to refill our water supplies.
rain that falls onto paved surfaces collects pollutants, including gasoline, oil drippings,
salt and de-icing chemicals, and flushes them into lakes, streams, rivers and Long
island Sound. This pollutes the water and hurts aquatic plants and animals. Water
quality suffers when snow contaminated with road chemicals is dumped directly into
water bodies.
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fact

Only 11% Of rIVErS AND STrEAMS in Connecticut are classified as being clean enough for swimming,
according to the Connecticut Council on Environmental Quality 2011 Annual report.

increased pavement cover also threatens drinking water supplies. Both public
drinking water aquifers and private wells in Connecticut rely on underground water

dId you knoW?

sources. more pavement means less rainwater is available to sink into the ground to
replenish our underground sources of water. as our state develops, and new roads and
parking lots are planned, we need to protect our water from deterioration caused by
pavement runoff. The most efficient time to address this is during the planning process.
recent extreme weather events, such as the 2011 Storm irene, and rising sea level,
flooding, and disruption of food and water supplies, reinforce the need to make
dramatic changes in how Connecticut plans for transportation and land use. rising
sea-level will especially impact coastal states such as Connecticut, where housing
and parts of our infrastructure may need to be moved or rebuilt. it is crucial as we do
infrastructure planning, to move roads and bridges back from the areas which will be
impacted by higher sea level and river levels that are expected in the coming decades.

By the 2020’s,
projected sea level rise
in Connecticut could
permanently flood

13,000
aCrES

and portions of 6 airports,
94 miles of roads and
20 miles of train tracks.

clIMate change
Transportation is a major source of greenhouse gas emissions that contribute to
global climate change. In Connecticut, transportation produces more greenhouse
gas emissions than any other sector. Because of high levels of single-occupant vehicle
travel, transportation causes 43% of total greenhouse gas emissions in our state
(compared to the nationwide average of 29%).

Source: The Nature Conservancy,
www.coastalresilience.org,
January 2012.

MOrE THAN HALf (59%) Of CONNECTICUT’S TrANSPOrTATION SECTOr EMISSIONS
COMES frOM CArS, SUVS, PICKUPS AND MINIVANS. This statistic is getting worse
despite improvements in automotive technology. we will only significantly reduce
greenhouse gas emissions by changing our approach to transportation. Connecticut
has set a goal to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by 20% by the year 2020.

greenhouse gas sources
In connectIcut (2007)

ELECTriC
POWEr
22%

rESidEnTiaL
21%

COmmEriCiaL
8%
TranSPOrTaTiOn
43%

fact

induSTriaL
6%

About 80 MILES Of rIVErS in Connecticut received overflows of raw sewage during storms in 2011 as
reported by the Connecticut Council on Environmental Quality
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Access to public transportation
helps seniors and other non-drivers
avoid social isolation
COurTESy OF nOrTHWESTErn CT TranSiT diSTriCT

dId you knoW?

PrOVidE EQuiTaBLE TranSPOrTaTiOn
FOr aLL uSErS
By 2025, one in five persons will be over age 65, and the baby boomers will
have entered their golden years. as the population of connecticut ages,
we need to provide ways for seniors and disabled persons to maintain their
independence and “age in place,” including options for getting around without
driving.

Largely because
of limited
transportation
options, more
than half of all
non-drivers age

65

With the cost of car ownership rising, many citizens opt not to own a car or cannot
afford to own a car. non-drivers make 59% fewer trips to shopping and restaurants,
and 65% fewer trips for family, social and religious activities. in addition to
marginalizing non-car owners, their absence from stores and restaurants hurts
our economy.

and
over stay at home
on a typical day.

access to public transportation helps seniors and other non-drivers avoid social
isolation. Going forward, creating transportation options for non-drivers will be a
critical component to an independent and satisfactory quality of life for more and
more of the population.
in Connecticut, van service or para-transit such as dial-a-ride, for people who cannot
ride the regular transit bus due to age or disability, covers some areas but not others.
This service is offered only in areas where local fixed bus routes exist, and is divided
by districts.

COurTESy OF nOrTHWESTErn CT TranSiT diSTriCT
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fact

The Northwestern CT Transit District Dial-A-ride serves 16 towns and provides over 44,000 rIDES
ANNUALLY.

representative Vickie Nardello and Jessie Stratton speaking at the
CTLCV Annual Environmental Summit

action

COurTESy OF THOmaS m. armSTrOnG

TakE

LEarn mOrE

although it may seem daunting to an individual trying to make a difference
in the state transportation system, your voice does count. ctlcV is pleased to
act as a resource to provide you with more information and guide you through
the process. Whether you want expanded bus routes, dedicated bike lanes,
or a more walkable neighborhood, ctlcV will try to answer your questions or
send you to the appropriate person or agency. We can be reached by phone
at 860.236.5442 or email us at ctlcv@ctlcv.org.
our website www.conservationeducation.org has lots more information on
transportation and you can sign up for our free e-newsletter, CONNECTIONS:
Linking Transportation and the Environment in Connecticut on our website to
keep up to date on current issues and legislation.

fact

“Never doubt that a small group of thoughtful, committed citizens can CHANgE THE wOrLD;
indeed, it’s the only thing that ever does.” - Margaret Mead
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Community planning charrette for the new fairfield train station
COurTESy OF rEGiOnaL PLan aSSOCiaTiOn

another good step is to learn about what your town is doing. your chief elected
official, whether he/she is a mayor, First Selectman or Town manager is there to answer
your questions and is accountable to you as their constituent. you should feel free to
call and make an appointment to talk about issues that concern you, to let them know
where you stand on an issue.
Every municipality also has a town planner responsible for coordinating land use and
transportation with town staff, elected officials and the public. your town planner will
have the most up to date information about the local issues. additionally, he/she
will be able to provide you with contact information for the metropolitan Planning
Organization that weighs in on transportation planning, prioritizing and funding for
your municipality. The mPO is another great source of information for local or regional
questions.
One question you may want to ask your town officials or planning department is
the status of the town Plan of Conservation and development (POCd). By law, every
town has a POCd and is required to update it every ten years. This plan serves as the
guiding document of how your town wants to grow and what it wants to preserve.
during the updating process there are frequent opportunities for you to weigh in on the
vision you have for your town.
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fact

The State Plan of Conservation and Development is being revised and will be voted on by the state
legislature in 2013. VIEw THE PLAN AND UPDATES at www.ct.gov/opm/cdplan

Senator John McKinney (upper right) and Senator Donald E.
williams (lower left) speaking at the CTLCV Annual Environmental
Summit
COurTESy THOmaS m. armSTrOnG

Once you have some information on the issues you should take
your concerns and ideas to the state legislators. you do not need
to be an expert for your state legislator to listen to you–you just need
to let them know you care and where you stand on a particular
issue. as a constituent, your state legislator wants to know what issues
matter to you. Often hearing from just eight to ten constituents on
one issue may cause them to consider a particular position or vote. a simple email of a
few lines in your own words can make an impact.
in Connecticut, we have fourteen regional Planning Organizations (rPO). Each one
has its own particular name and might be formed as a regional planning agency, a
council of governments, or a council of elected officials. regardless of its name, its
Board of Governance consists of a representative from each of the member
municipalities. rPOs carry out a variety of regional planning and other activities on

dId you knoW?
The 1973 federal-Aid
Highway Act
required that each
State designate a
Metropolitan Planning
Organization or

mPO

to be responsible,
together with the
State, for carrying
out the responsibilities
of the transportation
planning process
for regions across
the state.

behalf of their member municipalities. Ten of the states rPOs are also designated as
metropolitan Planning Organizations or mPOs. mPOs are mandated to prepare regional
transportation plans and they must approve the expenditure of all federal highway and
federal transit funds within their regions. Each rPO maintains a website that provides
valuable information to citizens on planning issues for the region and posts public
meeting agendas and minutes. your rPO is a great resource to find out what is
happening in your city or town.

nOrTHEaSTErn
CT

nOrTHWESTErn
CT
CaPiTOL
rEGiOn

LiTCHFiELd
HiLLS

plannIng regIons
In connectIcut

WindHam
CEnTraL
CT

CEnTraL
nauGaTuCk
VaLLEy
HOuSaTOniC
VaLLEy

VaLLEy

SOuTH
CEnTraL
CT

LOWEr
CT
riVEr
VaLLEy

SOuTHEaSTErn
CT

GrEaTEr
BridGEPOrT
SOuTHWESTErn
CT

fact

go to www.cga.ct.gov to fIND CONTACT INfOrMATION fOr THE STATE LEgISLATOrS
for your district.
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HErE’S WHaT
yOu Can dO

dId you knoW?

Become familiar with your city or town’s
Plan of Conservation and Development
(POCD). The local POCd is the blueprint for future development and transportation
goals and is updated every ten years. Some questions to ask as you review the POCd:
does it focus growth in areas where public transit is available? does it encourage
In 1969,

children to walk or bike to school? does it encourage people to park in one area and

15%

walk between places or activities? does it make your town center or residential

of school children
ages 6 -12 were
driven to school in
a private vehicle.

neighborhood streets friendlier and safer?

Participate in town meetings with the transportation decision makers that
occur during development of major projects. “a Guide to Transportation decision
making” by the u.S. dOT describes the process and gives strategic advice on how to

In 2001,

50%

be effective in presenting your opinions. The report is on our website

of school children
ages 6 -12 were
driven to school in
a private vehicle.

Source: Safe Routes to
School National Partnership

www.conservationeducation.org.

work with local volunteers and town officials to encourage sidewalks, bike
paths, bike lanes. The Connecticut Bicycle and Pedestrian advisory Board, a statewide
advisory board, holds monthly public meetings to discuss ways in which the state
can promote bike and walk policies. Their website is ctbikepedboard.org. BikeWalk
Connecticut is a great resource for state and local bike and pedestrian advocacy.
Their website is wecyclect.org.

Encourage young people to walk or bike to school by asking your town to
participate in the state Safe routes to School program. Like all trip-making, travel
to school has changed dramatically over the last 40 years. The biggest change is the
increased number of children being driven to school. Safe routes to School, sponsored
by the Connecticut dOT, provides grants and technical advice to local communities to
encourage children to safely walk or bike to school.

request traffic signal adjustments and traffic calming techniques in your
neighborhood or your town. Sometimes something as simple as a longer walk time
for pedestrian crossings or lowering the speed limits will help make streets safer for all
users, especially senior citizens and children. But these adjustments may not happen
until local residents request the changes or until a tragedy occurs.
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fact

for every 100 students who walk or bike to school we can reduce CO2 emissions by 32,976 POUNDS
and save 1,674 gALLONS of gasoline per year.

Electric vehicle public charging station, west Hartford, CT
COurTESy OF COnnECTiCuT LiGHT & POWEr

reconsider your travel options and reduce your carbon footprint.
There are many ways that each of us as individuals can minimize
our impact on transportation. Here are just a few suggestions:
Consider carpooling, public transit or work from home one day a week. if you want
to commute to work by transit or vanpool, start with Connecticut Commuter Services
online at ctrides.com or by phone at 1-877-CT-ridES. This site presents rides by
region, then by town, including links to providers and locations of park-and-ride lots.
Turn off the car instead of idling whenever possible.
Plan before you drive to organize your errands in sequence to reduce mileage.
Be sure to keep your car tires properly inflated, your engine serviced regularly, use
regular gas instead of premium and reduce your travel speed to save significantly
on the amount of gas you use.
When purchasing a car consider a more fuel efficient car such as a hybrid or
electric vehicle.
greenhouse gas eMIssIons of transportatIon optIons
SUV (Sole Driver)
Car (Sole Driver)
Carpool (3 Occupants)
rail Transit
Intercity Bus
pounds co2

fact
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Parents driving children to school comprise 20-30% Of MOrNINg TrAffIC CONgESTION in urban areas
according to Americawalks.org
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rEady FOr mOrE?
TEn POLiCy
rECOmmEndaTiOnS
FOr COnnECTiCuT
Here are our top ten state policy recommendations
that will get us on track for a better transportation
system for Connecticut.
1. Develop a coordinated plan for a balanced,
inter-modal transportation system.
as gas prices continue to rise, consumers are looking for other,
cheaper ways to get around. research shows that the
millennial and baby boomer generations are moving away
from car ownership and want to live near transit or walkable
communities. it is time for Connecticut to invest in an
inter-modal transportation system to provide more transportation
options at a lower cost for people and the environment.
Connecting bus routes to train stations, airports and
employment hubs is an efficient way to move people to and
from less densely populated areas. and connecting
neighborhoods to transit stations and bus stops through safe
sidewalks and bike lanes allows those who want to leave the
car at home to do so. Connecticut should:
• Develop a comprehensive state wide approach to prioritize
projects that connect bus, rail, airports, and biking and
walking within regional corridors.
• Invest in public transit and bike-pedestrian capital projects.
• Develop an access strategy for transit stations that
accommodates pedestrians, bicycle riders and drivers.
• Develop a way to measure the DOT’s performance and use
of sustainable forms of transportation, including how street
design and operations affect different groups of users
modeled after new york City’s Sustainable Street index

2. Adopt policies to shift trips from
single-occupancy vehicles to alternative modes.
multiple departments within the state influence how developers
and property owners manage access to their properties and the
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fact

resulting impact on the state’s transportation system. The Office of
the State Traffic administration has the responsibility to review the
traffic impacts of developments abutting state roads. The review
process is an opportunity for the state to promote innovative
ways for businesses to reduce single passenger car trips while
improving access for pedestrians and transit riders. The
department of Economic and Community development
provides grants and loans to businesses and development
proposals in areas with transit access near existing jobs and
residents. management of state owned properties should
encourage access by transit such as providing subsidized transit
passes. Connecticut should:
• Reform the Office of the State Traffic Administration’s review of
traffic impacts of developments abutting state roads. require
transportation demand management tools to reduce vehicle
trips generated by new development while improving
access for pedestrians and transit riders.
• Implement policies for all state agencies that include
incentives for transit-use, carpooling, and biking and walking
to work while limiting or eliminating free employee parking.

3. Support transit-oriented development.
if Connecticut focuses future development, especially housing,
jobs and services within one-half mile of existing public transit,
we can increase livability and affordability for all residents,
including young professionals, senior citizens, and low income
earners. This will also reduce the negative environmental
impacts of current development approaches and maximize use
of the current transportation infrastructure. doing this will help
reduce the sprawl consuming our remaining open space.
new jersey’s Transit Village program is a successful model of
how to incentivize development near transportation.
Connecticut should:
• Develop a state-wide Transit Oriented Development (TOD)
plan and policy with interagency collaboration between the
department of Transportation, department of Economic and
Community development, department of Energy and
Environmental Protection, Connecticut Housing Finance
authority and Office of Policy and management, to prioritize
TOd projects and direct state resources toward such projects
in a systematic, coordinated and effective manner.

Public transportation use saves the U.S. the equivalent of 4.2 BILLION gALLONS Of gASOLINE annually—more
than 11 million gallons of gasoline per day according to the American Public Transportation Association.

• Provide technical assistance to facilitate TOD to municipalities

5. fix-it-first.

that meet certain defined criteria for equitable TOd projects.

The cost of maintaining Connecticut’s roads and bridges

Such assistance should include educating the citizens, town

requires hundreds of millions of dollars annually to get them to

planners and the elected officials, and providing local land

a state of good repair. Building new roads is costly, time and

use commissions the tools and expertise they need to adjust

land-consuming and often does not solve congestion

their zoning codes and finance appropriate development.

problems. repairing existing roads and bridges instead of

• Provide dedicated funding through the Bonding Commission

building new roads is more economical and improves our

for transit-oriented development projects on a predictable

safety when using them. Connecticut should:

basis rather than on a project-by-project basis.

• Direct existing highway funds to repair and maintain our

• Designate priority funding areas under the State Plan of
Conservation and development based substantially upon
areas most suited for transit oriented development.

roads and bridges as a first priority over road or bridge
expansion.
• New highway projects should only be considered if they are
accompanied by new funding sources such as tolls that

4. Implement green infrastructure best practices.

encourage alternative transportation such as buses, and

Cost effective techniques to reduce impervious coverage,

reduce traffic through congestion pricing.

better manage stormwater runoff, reduce the amount of surface
Connecticut, but need to be applied more widely. in the long

6. Develop stable sources of funding for
transportation.

term these techniques have a significant net economic and

Transportation costs for the state are unsustainable through

environmental benefit. along appropriate roads, we can install

current funding methods. Connecticut is getting less money

swales and basins with plantings to naturally filter rainwater and

from the federal government and yet we need to make invest-

let it soak back into the ground. This saves resources by

ments in order to stay competitive and to preserve our quality of

reducing the amount of concrete drainage piping we need to

life. The state needs to identify new sources of revenue that once

build and by reducing the amount of water that goes through

collected will be dedicated to funding the state’s transportation

water treatment plants and can help to reduce flooding of

system. market incentives to reduce automobile usage, such as

rivers. Establishing non-buildable buffer areas between paved

insurance pricing based on miles driven and congestion pricing

areas and nearby water resources preserves water quality.

need to be seriously considered. Public-private partnerships for

natural buffers filter out pollutants, reduce erosion and provide

improving our transportation system should be explored.

healthy habitat. massachusetts requires a 200 foot buffer, and

and how we leverage and prioritize those funds needs to be

some states protect even more. Connecticut should:

reviewed within the context of fix-it-first, and investing in public

• Develop a Green Infrastructure set of procedures to be used

transit and bike and pedestrian improvements.

parking, and modify street widths, are having success in

by dOT during the planning, design and construction of all

Connecticut should:

transportation projects.

• Maintain current percentage of state transportation budget

• Adopt a statewide minimum 100 foot buffer along streams,
rivers and wetlands.
• Set a statewide impervious coverage standard to be applied

for public transit.
• Maintain current percentage of state transportation budget
for bike and pedestrian projects.

on a watershed-wide basis in the State Plan of Conservation

• Keep transit fares affordable.

and development.

• Identify new sources of revenue to dedicate to the Special

• Assess the impacts of developments abutting state roadways

Transportation Fund i.e. congestion pricing, increase gas tax,

on the surrounding watershed area as part of the traffic study

or transfer car sales tax from the General Fund to the Special

submitted to the Office of the State Traffic administration.

Transportation Fund.

fact

46% Of THE STATE’S BrIDgES were built prior to 1960. A 2011, Transportation for America report stated that
383 Of CONNECTICUT’S 4,182 BrIDgES are rated structurally deficient.
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7. Make walking and biking easier and safer with
low-cost and small-scale improvements.

the first bus rapid transit in Connecticut, the new Britain-Hartford

in 2009, Connecticut enacted the Complete Streets law that

Britain area and ten intermediate stops toward Hartford, ending

requires the state and municipalities to dedicate 1% of new

at the union Station transit hub. There, passengers can connect

transportation projects funded by the state to go to bike and

to other buses and trains including, eventually, trains to Spring-

pedestrian improvements. unfortunately the actual

field, new Haven and onward to new york, Boston and Washing-

implementation of this law is inconsistent and funding is

ton when the proposed new Haven-Hartford-Springfield rail line

frequently dropped from projects due to budgetary concerns.

is completed. as these connectivity improvements are made,

Enhancements for walking, biking and wheelchair use should

public transit becomes easier and more popular.

be an immediate priority. Bike lanes, pedestrian crossings and

Connecticut should:

multiuse trails are less expensive, quicker to build and healthier

• Expand bus routes identified in the Transit for Connecticut 2010

Busway renamed CTfastrak. it will transport riders from the new

than new roads. Biking initiatives have made Portland (Or),

“missing Links” study done by regional Plan association.

minneapolis, and Pittsburgh more vibrant and livable.

This report lists specific corridors and routes where adding

Connecticut should:

transit service would be most effective.

• Ensure all municipalities abide by the Complete Streets law so

• Implement real-time bus location system to provide schedule

that at least 1% of dOT funding for new or retrofit projects is

certainty and increase safety and convenience. The location

directed to bike and pedestrian improvements. additional

data can also be made available to third party developers for

bike and pedestrian protections, such as the adoption of a

smartphone apps.

Vulnerable user law, that would penalize reckless drivers who

• Keep fares affordable.

seriously injure people who are using the roads responsibly

• Implement pre-board fare collection by installing kiosks at bus

for biking or walking, would be another step towards a better

stops to buy the bus ticket and utilize “reloadable” fare cards

and balanced transportation system.

that can be swiped when entering the bus. This will speed up

• Dedicate an equitable and predictable funding stream for
bike and pedestrian programs in the state’s transportation

bus service and reduce idling time of buses.
• Dedicate existing highway lanes for buses only. It’s as simple
as painting bus lanes on existing highway lanes and adding

budget.
• Invest in multi-use trails that connect our cities and towns,
such as the East Coast Greenway.
• Incorporate bike lanes, sharrows, or bike boxes when
planning for new streets or when re-paving streets.
• Implement “Safe Routes to School” and “Safe Routes for
Seniors” programs in municipalities to facilitate walking
by children and seniors.

signage. Buses will move people faster thereby attracting
more riders.
• Install signal prioritization. This new technology utilizes a
system to hold green lights for buses and minimize the time
the bus idles at a red light. Speed and efficiency is critical to
attracting new bus riders.
• Improve transit websites to be more user-friendly and
consistent to make transit travel easier and to increase

8. Improve and expand bus transit while holding
the line on the fares.

ridership. a single statewide website that includes, or links,

Bus service is the backbone of Connecticut’s public transit

a starting point, departure time and destination, and receive

system, serving both those who depend on it and those who

a travel plan using the bus and/or the train, including fare

prefer it. The newest type of bus service, bus rapid transit, uses

information and arrival time, is needed.

a dedicated travel-way for buses to efficiently transport

to all the many transit entities to allow a customer to type in

• Ensure adequate funding for Dial-A-Ride as it provides our

people along an exclusive route with a limited number of stops.

seniors with transportation for medical appointments and

Because the buses bypass congested roads, it is quicker and

community events, a service that enables many seniors to

cheaper than driving a car. Connecticut has recently funded

continue living independently.
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33% Of U.S. ADULTS are classified as obese compared to 15% in the 1970s according to the
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention.

9. Invest in rail.

10. Incentivize clean fuel options.

Given today’s security requirements at airports and regular

although a transit-based strategy will reduce the number of

flight delays, imagine getting on a high speed train in Hartford

vehicles necessary for Connecticut residents, many will find that

and four hours later being in the center of Washington dC

they still need personal vehicles to achieve all their travel needs.

versus traveling to the airport, arriving two hours early, getting

There are ways the state can encourage citizens to buy fuel

your flight, arriving outside the city, renting a car or taking an

efficient cars that burn cleaner fuel or use alternative energy

expensive taxi ride to the center of the city and potentially

sources. Connecticut should:

sitting in traffic on both trips to and from the airport. in the

• Develop a state-wide plan with guidelines and incentives

densely populated northeast, high speed rail just makes sense.

for 21st Century infrastructure for electric and natural gas cars

and for commuters, rail service is a cheaper, more efficient

and trucks including charging stations.

option than commuting by car especially in Fairfield County.
metronorth is the busiest commuter rail line in the country
serving over 36 million riders annually. While metronorth is
critical for economic development for Fairfield County
businesses, Shore Line East provides commuter service to
new Haven and onward and is also beneficial to the tourism
business in southeast Connecticut. investing in rail is an

• Continue to require stringent fuel economy standards
following California’s lead.
• Support additional incentives for hybrids and electric vehicles,
such as reinstating the hybrid car tax rebate.
• Implement policies to incentivize state employees to use
public transit.
• Invest in clean fuel fleets for state vehicles.

investment in our economy. Connecticut should:
• Continue to invest in the New Haven-Hartford-Springfield
high speed rail line and the planning for transit-oriented
development around the stations, recognizing that each
station must be developed within the context of that particular
community.
• Improve and increase capacity of the New Haven Line by
planning and providing dedicated funding for repair of
the aging, movable bridges, enhancement of the stations
and parking facilities, and roll out of the m8 rail cars.
• Invest in and upgrade existing rail lines with priority given to
those areas with highest potential for transit oriented
development within one half mile of the rail stations.
• Support bus expansion for better connection with passenger
rail stations.
• Improve communications with the public by investing in
technology for real time information, consolidating website
information, and making it easier for riders to find out about
delays or cancellations.
• Implement a consistent policy to allow bike racks on trains
and provide safe bike racks, lockers and shelters at the
stations.

fact

acknoWledgeMents
This transportation guide was developed by staff and Board
members of CTLCV over a twelve month period during 2011
and 2012. The project was led by Kirsten Griebel,
Education Program director, with guidance from the CTLCV
Transportation Steering Committee including: Julie Belaga,
Ken Bernhard, David Bingham, Russ Brenneman, Lori Brown,
Julio Concepcion, Tom Kehoe, Margaret Miner, Joe McGee,
Sue Merrow, Peter Moss, Kate Robinson, William Ruskin,
Tom Swarr and Scott Tilden. Additional research was provided by Nichole Guerra, Kathryn Hale and Maria Mazzarino.
The graphic design was provided by Lisa Kempf Design.
And with appreciation to the Connecticut Department
of Transportation for their assistance with the photographs.

The New Haven-Hartford-Springfield inter-city high-speed rail project is expected to create
4,710 CONSTrUCTION-rELATED JOBS and 8,090 TOTAL JOBS.
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